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This paper proposes a segmented combined English text measurement method based on two sets of orthogonal linear image sensors
and one area image sensor. This method fully combines the advantages of the linear image sensor and the area image sensor in long-
distance and short-distance English text measurement and can continuously perform high-precision English text tracking within a
large range of viewing distance. Based on this method, a set of segmented English text measurement system is designed and
constructed. This paper presents a method for extracting English word boundaries based on semantic segmentation to solve
the problem of global positioning and horizontal initialization of English reading text. The semantic segmentation method
based on fully convolutional networks (FCN) is analyzed, and the target classification is defined. We used the classic FCN
framework and model, fine-tuned with manually annotated data, and achieved good segmentation results. For the definition
and extraction of English word boundaries in English text, a piecewise linear model is used to measure the projection
confidence of each English word boundary point, and the overall observation of the English word boundary is measured.
When the observation confidence is high enough, combined with the English word boundaries marked in the high-precision
image, the horizontal positioning is obtained by matching the weights. This paper concludes that English reading software
can help learners in English learning to a certain extent, which proves that the English reading software is an effective
supplement based on blended learning classrooms. Through the analysis of learners and teaching content, an English teaching
model based on English reading software blended learning is designed. Experimental studies have proved that English reading
software can help learners learn English, which not only expands their vocabulary but also broadens their horizons.

1. Introduction

The camera is a type of computer peripheral that is currently
widely used. It uses an ordinary lens and a CMOS/CCD sensor
to obtain an image of the subject. After special DSP processing
and encoding into MPEG or other standard audio and video
data, using some network interactive software, people can share
each other’s image resources on this machine or with interac-
tive communicators on the Internet [1, 2]. However, the exist-
ing cameras use a single lens and a CMOS/CCD sensor to form
a system, which can only obtain two-dimensional images of the
subject without depth information, and the communicator
cannot see the subject with stereo vision, which is difficult.
The comprehensive acquisition of the three-dimensional data
information of the subject makes the communication lack of
real experience, and data loss is serious after the digital pro-

cessing and restoration of the real environment [3]. In recent
years, more and more people have devoted themselves to the
research work of computer stereo vision technology [4]. How
to obtain the image of the photographed object is the basis of
the entire stereo vision image acquisition system. 3D vision
images generally use binocular images that simulate human
eyes, but there are also many multieye images that use more
than two cameras. The acquisition of binocular images is usu-
ally done by two cameras with a certain displacement on the
same horizontal line.

English is the common language of the world today.
Most countries in the world use English in diplomatic activ-
ities, government documents, official meetings, etc.; 72% of
emails are done in English; 70% of publications in the world
are written in English [5]. It seems that English has become
world’s most common language. As a compulsory course
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from basic education to higher education in our country,
English plays an important role in people’s study, work,
and life. With the popularization of mobile devices and the
improvement of their functions, various mobile learning
platforms are gradually being promoted, and more and more
people use mobile devices for mobile learning [6]. Mobile
technology provides good support for text, pictures, audio,
video, animation, files, and other elements. It is quickly
applied to the field of English learning. Many English-
related mobile learning platforms have begun to appear,
such as handheld listening, speaking, and sailing English
learning. The English course advocates the English teaching
concept of quality education, provides healthy and active
teaching materials, and lays a good English foundation for
students. It highlights the main status of learners and gives
full play to the guiding role of teachers [7]. Good use of
modern educational technology and vigorously encouraging
learners to learn English through remote or online platforms
can improve efficiency.

In order to solve the existing problem of large viewing
distance relative to English text measurement in visual nav-
igation applications, this paper proposes a segmented com-
bined English text measurement method and gives a
system implementation plan. Specifically, the technical con-
tributions of this article can be summarized as follows:

First, we divide the measurement task into the far segment
and the near segment according to the difference of the
measurement distance. The corresponding system includes a
far-segment measurement module composed of two sets of
orthogonal linear image sensors, a near-segment measurement
module composed of an area array image sensor, and a cooper-
ative target light source composed of near-infrared LEDs. This
paper proposes a method for global positioning and initializa-
tion of English reading text based on semantic segmentation.
The word-level horizontal positioning is obtained, which pro-
vides a horizontal initial value for the global positioning of sub-
sequent English reading text.

Second, this article matches English word boundaries with
images. We propose a pixel-level semantic segmentation
method based on deep learning network. A semantic segmen-
tation map is generated, and then, dynamic and static targets
are analyzed to obtain English word boundaries.

Third, according to the plane assumption, the English
word boundary in the image coordinate system is projected
to the coordinate system, and it is matched with the English
word boundary in the high-precision image to obtain the
word-level positioning result. At the same time, the sur-
rounding dynamic target interference is evaluated, which
improves the robustness to dynamic target interference.

Fourth, it is proved from a quantitative perspective that
English reading software has a positive impact on the
improvement of learners’ language proficiency. The experi-
mental results show that the use of English reading software
in the teaching of blended English courses can help learners
improve their English reading performance. Based on the
analysis of the questionnaire survey data and interviews, this
article concludes that learners agree with English reading
software. It can be seen that the English reading software
environment is a further extension of classroom learning.

It not only changes the teaching mode of teachers but also
makes great changes to the learning mode of students.

2. Related Work

Related scholars use Web technology to develop an adaptive
English learning system for college students to promote the
independent and personalized learning of English learners
[8]. Researchers develop an English learning system with
students as the main body, providing learning materials, learn-
ing tools, learning evaluation, interactive communication, and
other functional modules [9]. Learners can choose relevant
learning materials for learning based on their own knowledge.
Teachers can enter the background to view students’ learning
situation and sharing of teaching results. Relevant scholars
have developed a web-based English teaching platform based
on the students of higher vocational colleges [10]. The platform
provides functions such as grade exams, teaching supplemen-
tary topics, online self-tests, special topics, and interactive plat-
forms to improve students’ interest in English learning. Related
scholars develop a mobile listening learning system for specific
users with college students, providing functions such as vocab-
ulary, reading, and testing, and improve students’ listening
skills through effective training for students [11]. It takes
college students as the research object, with vocabulary learning
as the main content, and develops a mobile English learning
platform based on the Android system in order to create a good
learning environment and improve the learning efficiency and
learning efficiency of English learners.

Research on basic English learning through the E-
Learning system has become a hot issue for foreign E-
Learning scholars [12]. Scholars at the School of Information,
Kyoto University in Japan use the E-Learning system to intel-
ligently judge whether the pronunciation of English learners in
elementary andmiddle schools is correct or not. Scholars from
the Language Learning and Nature Laboratory of Simon Fra-
ser University in Canada use the E-Learning system to enable
elementary and middle school students to get timely feedback
when learning English [13]. The feedback given by the system
includes word spelling check, grammar check, and pronunci-
ation check. In addition to the legacy word check, two scholars
conducted a survey of learners who used this system, and 79%
of the students were satisfied with the effect of the system [14].
The scholars from Ho Chi Minh City University of Science
and Technology in Vietnam jointly used the E-Learning
system to conduct related research on the writing evaluation
of English learners in junior high schools [15]. The three
scholars used an algorithm to use computers to help teachers
evaluate students’ compositions, reducing teachers’work pres-
sure and using experiments to prove that the accuracy of the
evaluation results using this system reached 87%, which
improved the English teachers’ performance in junior middle
schools [16].

The scholars of the Autonomous University of Barcelona,
Spain, through the online learning environment created by the
E-Learning system, select 78 primary school students from
Spanish primary schools and British primary schools for
one-on-one mutual aid language learning [17]. Scholars have
proved through experiments that with the help of the online
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learning environment, the language learning level of mutual
aid learners has been greatly improved [18]. Relevant scholars
select abstract words in the English learning stage of primary
and secondary schools as the content of E-Learning, conduct
network learning through the E-Learning system, and conduct
comparative experimental results [19]. It is proved that pri-
mary school students who learn abstract English words
through the E-Learning system have better academic perfor-
mance. Students who learn through classroom explanations
are high. It can be seen that by designing an E-Learning
English learning system that meets the needs of students and
teachers, English learners can improve their English listening,
reading, oral dialogue, and writing skills, as well as help
English teachers improve their teaching ability and teaching
philosophy [20].

Relevant scholars have used Internet technology to build a
hybrid education and teaching platform based on cloud com-
puting technology under the cloud computing platform by
analyzing the current low level of informatization in the edu-
cation industry and the chaotic management of teaching
resources [21]. The platform effectively integrates education
and teaching resources, promotes the process of education
informatization, and improves the effect of education and
teaching. Relevant scholars have put forward a hybrid learning
and teaching management platform that combines a network
teaching management system and a teaching resource
platform by analyzing the current development of Internet
technology and the education industry [22]. This optimizes
the existing teaching methods and improves the efficiency of
school teaching resource management. Researchers analyzed
the investigation of factors affecting learning satisfaction in a
blended learning environment and found that students’ learn-
ing atmosphere, learning motivation, and interactive behavior
are three of the factors that affect students’ learning satisfac-
tion [23]. By designing and implementing a hybrid learning
hierarchy model based on learning satisfaction, it effectively
improves the learning effect of students and provides reference
guidance for subsequent learning satisfaction model research.

3. Segmented Visual English Text
Measurement Design

3.1. Overall Technical Solution. In order to meet the require-
ments of resolution, distance range, measurement speed, and
reliability in actual measurement, this paper proposes a
segmented combined English text measurement method and
system implementation plan. This method divides the mea-
surement task into a far segment and a near segment. Two sets
of orthogonal linear image sensors form a far segment mea-
surement module, and an area array image sensor forms a
near segment measurement module. The near-infrared LED
light source is used as the active sign on the target platform.
The light source adopts a layered design method. It consists
of an outer ring and an inner ring. The outer ring light source
is composed of 4 high-power LEDs. Two medium-power
LEDs form the inner ring light source to provide a cooperation
sign for the near-segment measurement module. The system
composition is shown in Figure 1.

When the distance between the English text measure-
ment system and the target platform is less than 5 meters,
the target exceeds the measurement field of view of the far-
segment orthogonal linear image measurement module
and enters the “near-segment” measurement range. In this
range, the measurement accuracy of English text is required
to be high. At this time, the near-segment monocular image
measurement module is used to accurately measure target’s
English text, and the inner ring light source composed of 4
medium-power LEDs is used to provide a cooperation sign
for the measurement module.

3.2. The Design of Remote Orthogonal Linear Array Image
Measurement. In order to accurately control the image acqui-
sition time of the four linear CCD cameras in the two camera
groups in dynamic coordinate measurement, and to process
the acquired images in parallel, a special image acquisition
and processing circuit is designed for each linear CCD camera.
The design of the circuit requires the ability to collect and pro-
cess linear CCD signals in real time and to detect and output
the pixel coordinates of the LED light source. This circuit is
composed of three parts: linear CCD drive circuit, image
buffer circuit, and image processing circuit.

The linear array CCD drive circuit mainly includes the
linear array CCD image sensor, CPLD, amplifying circuit,
ADC, and tri-state buffer chip. Themain function of this mod-
ule is to provide the required drive signal for the normal oper-
ation of the linear array CCD, to amplify and convert the
image signal output by the linear array CCD, and to provide
the sequence needed for the subsequent image buffering.

The linear CCD image sensor is the core component of the
visionmeasurement system. Its selection needs to consider key
characteristic parameters such as sensitivity, dynamic range,
resolution, frame rate, and spectral response. According to
the task requirements of the English text measurement system
in this subject, the TCD142D CCD chip from Toshiba was
selected, with a resolution of 2048 × 1 pixels, a pixel size of
14μm× 14μm, a data rate of up to 10MHz, and a good spec-
tral response near the wavelength of 740nm. It has the charac-
teristics of high sensitivity and low dark current, which can
meet the needs of the system.

3.3. Circuit Design of Text Image Processing in English Reading
Software. The workflow of the text image acquisition process
of English reading software is shown in Figure 2. When the
DSP receives the interrupt signal from the communication
link, it immediately starts the FPGA to collect the image
through the IO level. Since the communication link triggers
synchronous acquisition by interruption, the image acquisi-
tion is a timely response. When the remote measurement
module is working and the LED light source adopts strobo-
scopic modulation, the modulation frequency is set to 1/5 of
the frame rate, so 6 frames of images constitute a stroboscopic
cycle. The DSP processes 6 frames of images as a unit, and the
position of the target light source on the image can be obtained
through background difference and demodulation. In the pro-
cess of image access, the idea of ping-pong operation is
adopted. FPGA writes images to two RAM memory blocks
in a loop, and DSP reads images from free memory blocks.
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The time interval of the synchronous trigger interrupt is a
fixed value, which is greater than the time required for the
FPGA to acquire 6 frames of images, so it can be guaranteed
that the FPGA will write the current memory block before
the trigger arrives.

4. Global Positioning Algorithm for English
Reading Text Based on
Semantic Segmentation

4.1. FCN Network. Traditional semantic segmentation mainly
relies on manual feature extraction and pixel prediction and
classification based on probability distribution. The classic
method is to extract features through a deep convolutional
neural network, layer by layer convolution pooling, and
finally, complete tasks such as classification through a fully
connected layer. A classic convolutional neural network struc-
ture contains a series of convolutional layers, pooling layers,
and fully connected layers. Among them, the convolution
layer uses multiple convolution kernels with different param-
eters to convolve local images to obtain multidimensional
local features; the pooling layer reduces the dimensions of
the multidimensional local features obtained by convolution
in the spatial dimension, reducing the amount of calculation.
The fully connected layer integrates a series of local features
obtained above and outputs the probability of the image
category according to the task target.

But in the traditional network structure, such as AlexNet
and VGG-Net, the last few layers are basically fully con-
nected layers, and the output is the result of target classifica-
tion, and the pixel segmentation cannot be completed. full
convolutional network (FCN) replaces the fully connected
layer of the classification network with a convolutional layer
and then upsamples the deconvolutional layer to obtain a
prediction for each pixel category. In addition, the coarse
high-level information and the fine low-level information
were merged to obtain better segmentation results. A sche-
matic diagram of semantic segmentation based on a fully
convolutional neural network is shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Establishment of Surround View Camera Dataset and
Network Training. The fisheye camera used in this article
requires fine tune, which requires a lot of data. However, there
is almost no database for semantic segmentation of fisheye
camera images. In order to expand the dataset, this article uses
the above-mentioned surround-view fisheye camera to collect
fisheye images, including four fisheye cameras.

Deep learning network training needs to rely on a large
number of training datasets, and this article only has a
small-scale dataset. In order to prevent overfitting during the
network training process, this paper adopts the transfer learn-
ing method for training. This article uses the pretrainedmodel
of FCN on the Cityscapes dataset to fine-tune. Since our data-
set is small and there is a certain difference between the images
in the Cityscapes dataset, this article will freeze the weights of
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Figure 1: The overall design scheme of the English text measurement system.
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the previous convolutional layers in the pretrainingmodel and
only retrain the last two convolutional layers.

4.3. English Word Boundary Detection and Extraction. In
English text, English word boundaries are difficult to clearly
define, and rule-based detection of English word boundaries
is extremely difficult. This article divides English word
boundaries into three major categories: F, S, and D.

The roadside boundary refers to the boundary of the F
area, but the boundary between D and F is not a real English
word boundary. Therefore, the English word boundary B in
this article is defined as the boundary between F and S:

B = bi, Ii, Ei+1ð Þ, i = 1, 2,⋯,N½ �, ð1Þ

where N is the number of boundary points in the F area, Ii
represents the four fisheye camera images of the front, rear,
left, and right; bi refers to the coordinates of the pixel in the
image coordinate system, and Ei represents whether it is a
real English word boundary.

We use a series of appropriate line segments to mark the
English word boundaries defined in this article, and discretize

them at equal intervals as the English word boundary images.
This paper uses high-precision images to mark the prior
English word boundary images. The high-precision images
used in this paper are all established by the image acquisition
equipment of the intelligent laboratory. During the mapping
process, the vehicle-mounted panoramic camera Ladybug-5
was used for image collection, and the high-precision GPS
was used to obtain location information. The collected pano-
ramic images are subjected to inverse perspective transforma-
tion and spliced to obtain a wide range of road images.

The process of constructing feature images can be
abstracted as the process of finding the union of visual
feature points in the navigation coordinate system.

Map = F0 ∪ F1 ∪ F2∪⋯∪FT−1 ∪ FT : ð2Þ

FT represents the feature point set in the navigation
coordinate system at time T .

4.4. Image Matching Based on Weighted ICP. Based on the
semantic segmentation of English word boundary detection
and the generation of English word boundary images, we
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Figure 2: The workflow of the text image collection process of English reading software.
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use the ICP algorithm to match the two to obtain position-
ing. The classic ICP algorithm is an iterative optimization
process, constantly looking for corresponding points and
then optimizing the Euclidean distance error between the
corresponding points. However, there is a systematic error
in the observation of the English word boundary through
the inverse perspective transformation, that is, the farther
the distance from the camera is, the greater the position
error obtained by the projection; the closer the point, the
higher the projection accuracy, so the classic ICP algorithm
is required. To make improvements, the confidence of each
observation point is introduced into the calculation of the
distance error, which is called the weight ICP. The following
formula gives the mathematical model of the error function
in the weighted ICP:

E R,−Tð Þ =Min
YN−1

i=0
mi+1 T + Rpi − qið Þ2: ð3Þ

Among them, qi and pi are the corresponding points, mi
is the confidence of the corresponding point, and R and T
are the rotation and translation matrices obtained through
optimization. According to the previous analysis, the confi-
dence is related to the distance between the projection point

and the camera. The farther the distance, the lower the con-
fidence, and the closer the distance, the higher the confi-
dence. This paper defines a confidence evaluation model.
When the distance between the projection point and the
camera is less than the threshold Min, the confidence is 1;
when the distance between the projection point and the
camera is less than the threshold Min, the confidence is
linearly reduced; when the distance is greater than Max,
the confidence is 0.

wi =
−1, di >Max,
di −Minð Þ/ Max +Minð Þ, Min ≤ di ≤Max,
1, di <Min:

8>><
>>:

ð4Þ

Although the weight ICP can obtain more accurate
matching results in most scenes, in busy scenes, there are
usually a large number of obstructions surrounding camera’s
line of sight, and it is impossible to detect enough English
word boundary points. At this time, it is difficult to match.
Or the English word boundary points are far away, and the
projection error will increase, the observation confidence
will decrease, and the matching result will not be very good.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of semantic segmentation based on fully convolutional neural network.
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Therefore, it is necessary to consider whether matching can
be performed before matching. The above formula gives the
confidence of a single projection point. In this paper, the
average confidence of all projection points observed in each
frame is used as a priori evaluation. Only the average confi-
dence is higher than the threshold for matching positioning.

w =
YN−1

i=1

wi

N − 1ð Þ ,

Vk = w⟶w′ ≤wthr

� �
:

ð5Þ

5. Experiment and Analysis

5.1. Analysis of Observation Records. This article sorts out
the usual performance scores of the experimental class and
the control class during the experiment. Normal perfor-
mance scores consist of classroom performance scores and
homework scores, of which class performance scores and
homework scores both account for 50%. This article uses
SPSS22.0 to make a statistical analysis of the results of the
two classes. The analysis results are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the average scores of the
experimental class and the control class are 87.5 and 86.8,
respectively, the T value is 1.26, and the two-tailed test signif-
icance P value is 0.179. Since P > 0:05, it shows that there is no
obvious difference between the average scores of the experi-
mental class and the control class. It can be explained that even
though the average value of the experimental class’s usual
scores is slightly greater than the average of the control class’s

usual scores, there is no significant difference between the two.
In other words, the effect of the English reading APP on
students’ performance in the English classroom and home-
work during the experiment was not particularly obvious. This
may be related to students’ learning motivation, self-learning
ability, and self-discipline.

5.2. Analysis of Test Results. Before the experiment, the
instructor tested the experimental class and the control class,
respectively. The average pretest score of the experimental
class was slightly higher than the average test score of the
control class. The F value of the test for the homogeneity
of variance of the previous test scores did not reach the
significant level (P > 0:05), and the hypothesis of homogene-
ity of variance was accepted, that is, the variances of the two
classes are equal. The T value is 1.42, and the two-tailed test
significance P value is 0.152. Since P > 0:05, there is no
significant difference between the experimental class and
the control class. After the experiment, the instructor tested
the experimental class and the control class. The comparison
of the test scores before and after the experimental class is
shown in Figure 4, and the comparison of the test results
before and after the control class is shown in Figure 5.

Comparing the scores of the experimental class and the
control class before and after the test, it can be seen that
learners’ reading test scores have improved. This article
believes that the reason for this change is that both the
experimental class and the control class are learning English
during the experiment. After the experiment, both the
experimental class and the control class improved. However,
the T value of the average posttest score of the experimental

Table 1: Analysis of usual results.

Class Number of people Average value Standard deviation T value Significance

Experimental class 50 87.5 2.4 1.26 0.179

Control class 50 86.8 2.1 1.26 0.179
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Pre-test of the experimental class
Post-test of the experimental class

Figure 4: Comparison of test results before and after the experimental class.
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class and the control class is 2.927, and the two-tailed test P
value is 0.004 (P < 0:05). There are significant differences in
scores. In other words, the performance of the experimental
class improved more than that of the control class. This
shows that through the use of English reading software for
English reading learning, learners’ English reading test
scores have been improved to a certain extent.

5.3. Analysis of the Results of the Questionnaire Survey. There
are a total of 21 questions in this questionnaire. The first 20
questions are closed-ended questions, and the 21st question
is an open-ended question. The answers to the closed ques-
tions take the form of a Likert 5-point scale, where 1 represents
“strongly disagree,” 2 represents “disagree,” 3 represents
“uncertain,” 4 represents “agree,” and 5 represents “very
agree.” The questionnaire has a total score of 100 points. The
questionnaire has 20 Likert scale questions. The total score is
20 points for very disagree, 40 points for disagreement, 60

points for uncertainty, 80 points for agree. The total score of
the students in the experimental class represents their evalua-
tion of the use of the English reading software. The higher the
score, the more the experimental subjects agree with the use of
the English reading software, and vice versa.

After the experiment, this paper carried out the on-site dis-
tribution and recovery of questionnaires. 100 questionnaires
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Figure 5: Comparison of test scores before and after the control class.
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Figure 6: Histogram of questionnaire score analysis.

Table 2: Approval degree of knowledge and skills dimension.

First-level
dimension

Secondary dimension
Agree
(%)

Knowledge and
skills

Article information analysis 59

Cultural background
knowledge

77

Statement 64

Vocabulary 69
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Figure 9: Running time of the global positioning algorithm for English reading text based on semantic segmentation.
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were distributed, 100 questionnaires were returned, and the
recovery rate was 100%. Among the 100 questionnaires
returned, there was no invalid questionnaire. After sorting
out the questionnaire score data, this paper uses SPSS22.0 to
perform statistical analysis on these data. The results are shown
in Figure 6.

(1) Knowledge and skills

The secondary dimensions of knowledge and skill
dimensions include vocabulary, sentences, cultural back-
ground knowledge, and article information analysis. It can
be seen from Table 2 that in terms of English knowledge
and skills, learners’ approval of the impact of English read-
ing software on their English cultural background knowl-
edge is the highest, followed by vocabulary, and the lowest
is English article information analysis.

(2) Process and method

The process and method dimensions include the second-
ary dimensions of learning strategies and learning methods.
During the experiment, the subjects used English reading soft-
ware to practice English reading, and learners’ learning strate-
gies improved. In the process of experimental research,
learners use English reading software to learn English during
off-class time. Learners can study anytime, anywhere, or
choose their favorite English articles for reading and recitation.
During the period of experimental research, students changed
and improved their English reading learning strategies, thereby
improving their English reading ability. Figure 7 shows the
proportion of approval degree of process and method dimen-
sions. It can be seen that the proportion of people who strongly
agree is the highest.

(3) Emotional attitude

The data in Figure 8 shows that learners have changed
their learning interest in the process of using English reading
software to learn English. By using English reading software,
most learners prefer to read in English and also like to
actively participate in learning activities.

5.4. Algorithm Running Time Test. The students in the
experimental class used the semantic segmentation-based
global positioning algorithm for English reading text pro-
posed in this paper. In order to verify whether the algorithm
can be applied to large-scale datasets, we conducted simula-
tion experiments on the running time of the algorithm here.
With a large-scale sample set, the running time of the global
positioning algorithm for English reading text based on
semantic segmentation is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen
that the running time of the algorithm is less than 1.1 s,
which meets the real-time requirements.

6. Conclusion

We propose a segmented combined visual English text mea-
surement method and build a complete English text measure-
ment system based on this method. The system fully combines

the advantages of the linear image sensor and the area image
sensor in long-distance and short-distance English text mea-
surement and can continuously perform high-precision
English text tracking within a large range of distance changes.
A dedicated image acquisition and processing circuit is
designed for each line array camera of the remote measure-
mentmodule. This circuit can flexibly acquire the target image
and demodulate the imaging position of the target light source
under the control of external signals. The design of the com-
munication link combined with the system can ensure the
imaging synchronization of the two sets of orthogonal line
scan cameras on the hardware, which provides a guarantee
for the realization of high-precision dynamic English text
measurement. This paper analyzes the environment percep-
tion problems faced by the vehicle-mounted surround vision
system in a complex environment and proposes the use of
deep learning-based semantic segmentation technology for
semantic segmentation, which provides a solid foundation
for the global positioning of English reading text. The English
word boundaries of the English text are extracted from the
semantic segmentation image. Based on the plane assumption,
they are projected to the coordinate system, combined with
the English word boundary information marked in the high-
precision image, and the two are matched to obtain the global
initial positioning.With the rapid development of information
technology, college English teaching is no longer a traditional
classroom teaching, because it is impossible for students to
acquire English knowledge only through school classroom
reading teaching. Students need to learn English reading any-
time and anywhere according to their own situation. The birth
of reading software has provided great help for the further
promotion of mobile language learning. Under the guidance
of the concept of mobile learning, English reading teaching
can be carried out in the form of integration of English reading
software and English courses. Teachers should design an
English classroom based on English reading software through
a comprehensive analysis of English curriculum requirements
and teaching content, so as to stimulate students’ enthusiasm
for learning and enhance their English language ability. In
English reading learning, students should use mobile devices
to promote their English learning based on the characteristics
of English reading software. In addition, teachers can also
guide students to use some good English reading software to
learn English. English reading software not onlymakes it more
convenient for students to learn English but also subtly
improves students’ autonomous learning ability.
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